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BOOK REVIEWS
The Judge Is Fury, by J. V. Cunningham. New York: The Swallow Press
and William Morrow and Company, 1947. $2.00.
To a Faulty LOV(fT, by Carol Ely Harper. Denver:
Swallow, 194.6. $1.00.

Alan

J. V. Cunningham'~ The Judge Is Fu·ry provides no soaring, burning
poetry, but rather the quiet analysis of man's effort to make experience his
own, through un4erstanding. Regardless of what man's actual experience
may be, says Cunningham; he must relate bodily sensation with what he has
felt within himself as potentiality, or idea, or passion. Action and passion,
considered,so, find form only when forced into explanation each of the other.
Cunningham's poetry is thus not his first effort at form, but a statement
of the formal understanding he has been able to achieve for 'personal experienc~. The poetry that results is, however, classical in its brief, sure,
frequently perfect statement. After some two to ten lines of inn:oducing
situation, Cunningham in two balanced lines concerning his own balanced
emotion, offered it would seem tentatively, lig;hts up all our struggle along
that line where self-knowledge merges into desperate uncertainty. Of self
he writes, on first seeing the "garish" cover of his first book, that
... I

Am here discQvered. In this flowery dress
I read the wild wall paper of my heart.

Or again, over coffee on a drear,· "unshaped" morning:
Time is my own again.
I waste it for the waste.

In "Ars Amori~":
Dream with her dreaming
Until her lust
Seems to her seeming
" An act of trust.

And, he writes, I think, concerning form itself, in two lines standing alone
in the "Epigrams":
Grief restrains grief as dams torrential rain,
And time grows fertile with extended pain.

.. 36 3
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Throughout, ~ by his own uninvited reflection, the reader may find
glimpses of himself in self-doubt or in the coming to terms with sensation.
The reading of these poems, is thus most rewarding.
. Poems from both Cunningham's book, and Carol Ely Harper's To a
Faulty Lover have appeared in. this magazine. The Harper book is astonishing in its complete refusal to give any predetermined form to the sensations of love. Rather, each poem must follow the curve of passion; each
must assum~ the throbbing, gasping impatience of desire and heated action,
or perhaps the half-laughing resentment at one's own preoccupation.
To my mind, the ballad-like histories, though amusing, are less successful than the freer explosions of one moment's emotion. These latter are
remarkable in their variety, as in their suspe~sion of all emotion:
Towering night, with falling pillars
destroy my lover and me
lying here nakedly-

or their calm certainty of emotion to come:
the crisis leaved
the bud reeksBurst and blaze
my violent attritionAdvance.
the hour stammers
the water reels-

or their complete submission to the chaos of emotion now:
I ride here through black heaven lying on wind that
rushes my near-lifeless nakedness over earth and men
my strange nude flesh bewildered with fever of
birth..•.
up up where my stumbling agonized heart cannot escape
my love, my love, my love, your fatal solarity....

The poet's method, time and again, is entirely convincing in its own
self-certainty, her emotion most successfully conveyed.
ROBERT BUNKER

American Thought I947, with an introduction by Philip Wylie. New York:
The Gresham Press, 1947· $3.75.
American Thought I947 represents the beginning of a project both
ambitious and laudable. Following the pattern set by Burns Mantle in the
field of the theatre, the editors plan to select each year, particularly from
American periodical literature, "the best judgments, notions, opinions and
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intellectual discoveries." Similar volumes on British and Latin-American
thought have been' under preparation; and the publishers even envision collections .of like nature bearing on Continental Europe, the Islamic World,.
the Far East, and the Soviet Republics.
Teams of readers were organized in New York, London" and Buenos
Aires. Periodical indexes were systematically studied, articles that showed
promise were read, discr.ssed, and evaluated, then chosen after further,,;sifting. In the search for material, emphasis was placed upon "thought ~.ther
than "aChievement," though two exceptions to this rule were included,
seemingly with sufficient reasons. Also, nine poems, without explanation
apparently,' appear in a section' entitled "Recent' American Poetry." To
select poetry for this volume strikes this reader, at least, as quiet inconsistent;
if such a form of art is to be collected here, why not other forms? (Nor are
these poems in any sense peculiarly American.)
. The topics treated in the book range from Aeronautics and Anthropology, at the beginning of the alphabet, to Theatre_and War, at the end.
•Disregarding the section of poetry, the material comprises thirty-seven articles
fromtwenly-four sources. The American Scholar, the Atlantic Monthly, and
Harpers Magazine are each represented by four selections; the Antioch Review and the Yale Review by three each; the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY RE~ VIEW and the New York Times by two each; and fifteen other sources by one
each. The inclusion of papers from the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW
is a tribute of high order to the editorship of that periodical. Only five
journals bearing the names of col~egiate institutions are represented, with
a total of ten contributions. That from the writing in all institutional publications of this sort during 1946, two out of the ten choices made should
fall upon offerings of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW would be as astonishing as it is gratifying-were the competency of its editor during that
year, Dudley Wynn, not so well known. It is an honor richly deserved.
The quality of the material, ge~erally speaking, is high. The staff of
readers and the editors suffer inevitably from their own lack of knowledge
in all the fields treated. This reviewer found, for example, one selectionin a field where he feels at homc:"'-in which the thesis definitely lacked the
originality it prpbably seemed to have for the lay reader, and into which
certain assumptions crept without warrant. (The staff could well consider,
at least, the inclusion of a well-trained logician.) On the other hand, he
was delighted to have thus recognized a paper entitled "The Biological
Gerard, taken from the Scientific
Basis of Imagination," by Ralph
Monthly-remarked upon when he read it there as outstanding. It is inconceivable that anyone, however widely read or original in his thinking, cpuld
fail to benefit from such a volume. Through it, editors and publishers have
. made a genuine contribution to American life, and if announced plans materialize, the whole world will gain. May they succeed even beyond their
anticipations!
JAY C. KNODE
M

~

"'T.
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The Chrysanthemum and The Sword) by Ruth Benedict. Boston: Houghton MiHlin Co~~ 1946. $3.00.'
Japan, Past and Present, by Edwin O. Reischauer. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1946. $2.00.
Shinto, the Unconquered Enemy, by Robert O. Baliou. New York: The
Viking Press, 1945. $2.75.
.
Two months after Japan's surrender, Baron Shidehara, the conservative
Prime Minister, said, "The Government of the New Japan has a democratic
form which respects the will of the people.... In our country from olden
days the Emperor made his will the will of the people. This is the spirit
of Emperor Meiji's Constitution, and the democratic government I am speak·
ing of can be considered truly a manifestation of this spirit" (Benedict, p.
302).
Is this statement insincere? Do the words mean to the Japanese exactly
what they mean to the American? The constitution of 1889, given by the
Meiji Emperor to his subjects, taking as it did "every possible precaution fo
guard against popular interference and the invasion of public opinion"
(ibid., p. 80), created only a democratic, parliamentary- structure without
the spirit and functions of a democratic government. In view of this un·
deniable historic fact, should we brand Baron Shidehara's statement as "in·
consistent," as "insincere"?
'
t
The answer is not quite so simple as it may appear on t:ht surface.
Judged by the ethnocentric norms of American culture, S~idehara's state·
ment is inconsistent, insincere-false I But, then, judged by the ethnocentric
norms of Japanese culture, the American belief in the principles of the
Declaration of Independence or the Bill of Rights and the American practice of jim-crowism or lynch law are inconsistent, insincere-hypocriticall
Shidehara's statement must be evaluated in terms of the' cultural cate·
gories of Japan, just as the practice of jim-crowism must be evaluated in
terms of the cultural categories of America. However inconsistent belief
and practice may appear to an outsider, however unrelated or contradictory
may seem some elements in the culture of an out-group, every- culture is h~ld
together by the internal copsistency and coherence of its fundamental cate.
gones.
"Both the sword and the chrysanthemum are a part of the picture [of
the Japanese cultural landscape]. The Japanese are, to the highest degree,
both aggressive and unaggressive, both militaristic and aesthetic, both insolent and polite, rigid and adaptable, submissive and resentful of being
pushed around, loyal and treacherous, brave and timid, conservative and
hospitable to new ways. They are terribly concerned about what other
people will think of their behavior, and they are also ovelrcome by guilt
when other people know nothing of their misstep. Their soldiers are disci·
plined to the hilt but are also insubordinate" (ibid., pp. 2-3).
These seemingly contradictory traits of character are welded into a self·
~
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consistent configuration and a well-balanced personality by the compulsions
and categories of Japanese culture. Hierarchy, -"taking one's place," sincerity (i e., integrity within the hierarchical order), 'a prescribed ritual for
every occasion in life, the "mapping out" of the whole life of man 'and prescription of appropriate b~havior for each life-situation as defined by their,
culture, belief in the superiority of spirit over matter, rigorous self-discipline
as thei~only aid to the performance of one's allotted tasks, indeed ~ven to the ~
enjoyment of life~these cultural categories have "niad.e Japan a nation of
Japanese."
Dr. Benedict's methodological note in the first chapter, "Assignment:
Japan," makes a substantial contribution to cultural anthropology. The'
techniques employed by Benedict may well be employed in the study of
American culture in terms of The Statue of Liberty and Jim Crow or Capitol and Capi~al. What Ruth Benedi~t has done for Japan ought to be
essayed for' America by a trained" Japanese or Hindu or Chinese anthropologist or sociologist.' With this book of Ruth Benedict's, cultural
anthropology has come of age; no longer need we be concerned only with
"primitive" cultures-we have now become mature enough to address ourselves to a study of existing high cu_ltures. It is hoped this book will De
widely read by social scientists as well as by legislators and Cabinet members.
Dr. Reischauer's bObk, Japan, Past and Present, is a handy little volume
giving a birds-eye view of Japanese history. Intended as an introduction to
the study of Japan and addressed to the general public, the. book gives
"much useful information," as stated by Sir George Sansom in the Foreword.
But the scholar will miss a schematic, chronological statement of the rise
and consolidati9nof the Shogunate from the time of Yoritomo (1192 A. D.)
of the Minamoto clan through Hojo and Ashikaga to the Tokugawa period
(1603-1867). Dr. Reischauer, however, does do full justice to the role of
the Tokugawa Shogunate in the consolidation of Japan.
Dr. Reischauer's chapter on "The Development of a Feudal Society"
takes an integralist view of culture and makes helpful contributions to our
understanding of Japan. American and European historians will be surprised to learn that all the techniques of Protestant ChristIanity were worked
out by popular Japanese Buddhism at least three-even four-eenturies befor the Ren.aissa~ce and Reformation in Europe. "It is" indeed, a curious
fact that the Popular Buddhism of feudal Japan had in many ways come
to resemble Christianity more than historic Buddhism. Reversing the' basic
pessimism of the early faith [a doubtful statement, this-H. T. M.],it had
come to stress a real after-life and salvation through faith. And the early
feudal, religious reformers, in their translations of the scriptures, their
creation of lay congregations, their marriage of the clergy, their militant
sectarianism, and their nascent nationalism, resembled to a surprising degree
the Protestant reformers of Europe. These religious trends, coupled with
the development of a feudal system which found much closer parallels in
medieval Europe than in East Asia, make the early feudal period in Japan
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a time for startling comparisons with Europe and strong contrasts with other
countries in the Far East" (Reischauer. p. 60).
All scholars. ,including Latourette. whose book was reviewed in the last
issue. Benedict. and Reischauer. agree that althougll'the Japanese imported
their culture first from China (Seventh Century A. D.) and later from the
Occident (Nineteenth Century). the importation did not involve mechanical
imitation. All imported culture traits. whether Hindu. Chinese. or Occidental, were integrated by the Japanese into their indigenous culture pattern
-were. in short, J apanized.
Ballou's book is divided into two parts. the first one dealing with "The
History and Meaning of Shinto" and the second giving "Selections from
)apanese Texts." The excerpts from Japanese texts beginning with the
Kojiki or "RecordS of Ancient Matters" (712 A. D.)' down to the Week of
Japan's Surrender (August 12-19. 1945) show a chronological development
of Shinto in Japan. Shinto myths of creation are more primitive and less
sophisticated than those of other religious systems. The Japanese Emperor
is held up as uniquely descended from Heaven. Shinto literature reveals
an unbroken attempt to endow the Emperor with heavenly characteristics
and a superhuman status. so much so that until the surrender of Japan a
mortal Japanese might not gaze at the august presence of the Emperor. In
the "new order" under MacArthur's administration, the halo of divinity
has been rapidly fading away.
Shinto' (The Way of the Gods) has given the Japanese people their
peculiar outlook up<?n life. The dominance of the Shinto outlook may be
realized from the fact that even Confucianism and Buddhism have been
Japanized.
Mr. Ballou's introductory statement about Shinto is very helpful, but
suffers from the heat of wartime passions. The section on "The Ray of
Hope" sets forth the constructive elements in Shinto which ,might be harnessed in the process of democratizing Japan. The book would have been
more helpful and illuminating if Mr. Ballou had begun his discussion of
Shinto with the constructive elem~nts of Shinto and gone on to show how a
democratized Japan could be built on that indigenous foundation.
The annotated bibliography and index make this a serviceable book.
H ARIDAS T. M UZ UMDAR

The Nuremburg Trial and Aggressive'War, by Sheldon Glueck. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf. 1946. $2.00.
, I'>

The judgments of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremburg
have been handed down and the sentences carried out. That does not,
however, dispose of the arguments of some la:wrers and laymen that the in-
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dictments were faulty. Their contention is that the legal maxim nulla poena
sine lege was violated because of the lack of "an international penal code
covering the offenses. It is interesting to note that two years before the
present volume appeared, the same author, a professor of criminal law and
criminology, produced a much longer one wherein he too raised doubts that
the acts for which the accused were brought to trial were "international
crimes." As an adviser to Mr. Jackson, the Chief Counsel of the United
States at Nuremburg, Professor Glueck had the opportunity to examine the
mass of captured. German documents. His doubts were dissipated as the
evidence unfolded a studied plan for aggressive war.
In the absence of a convention with clear-cut sanctions the author
builds his case, as did the prosecutors at N uremburg~ on the role of custom
in international law. This is a valid approach; but the author's ,ase is not
strengthened by the inclusion of unratified treaties or the statements of
distinguished individuals. This reviewer has heard "barrack-room" lawyers
argue that individuals, acting. under superior orders, are ,not liable for any
misdeeds they may commit against enemy nationals. They would· do well
to read the chapter "Are IndividualS Liable Under International Law?" A
study of the appropriate authorities leads the author to the inescapable conclusion "that the relevant principles' of the law of nations may and do
obligate individuals; and that there is nothing in international law itself
that necessarily prohibits the direct application of its relevant prohibitions
to natural persons." The United States Supreme Court, in the saboteurs'
case and in the Yamashita case, has pointed up this principle.
A moral and, political condemnation of the accused is, of course, permissible and certainly understandable. If it is the hope of the present that we
move into a world of law, some of the basic principles of that law ought to
be understood. The Nuremburg trials
an important marker in the
history of international jurisprudence. With a minimum of legal verbiage
the author has written a closely reasoned thesis on t:h:e underlying principles
involved in the trial. Laymen who want to elevate/their damnation of the
accused from an emotional" to a legal plan will find- this small volume most
helpful.
ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL

.

are

Earth Could Be Fair: a Chronicle by Pierre van Pa.assen. New York: The
Dial Press, 1946. $3.75.
The Wild Flag: Editorials from The New Yorker on Federal World Gov
ernment and Other Matters~ by E. B. White. Boston: Ho~ghton MiHlin
Company, 1946. $2.00.
4
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Tone of voice, habit of mind, the stamp of the man himself-in short,
some of the qualities frequently considered the mark of literature for its
own sake-are. too often absent from much thoughtful, convincing contemporary writing~ On the other handl penetration and clarity of mind are
too often wanting in contemporary writing which bears unmistakably the
personal quality of the writer. It has always seemed to me that the work of
Pierre van Paassen .and E. B. White-though often greatly dissimilar-possesses in common both these virtues; here in both men is conviction and
perception plus a habit of expression which conveys the tone and individuality of each man.
Whether one agJees with Pierre van Paassen's Socialist convictions or
not, one cannot deny that his Days of Our Years, now read with benefit of
hindsight, spoke with compelling prophecy and an urgency peculiarly the
author's OWD-. Much of the power lay in a rare pictorial grasp of the
European scene, an al~ost total recall of detail which kept its moving freshness without falling heavily upon the reader. That same power is as strong
as of old in Earth Could Be Fair. I was swept back into the Gorcum of
Van Paassen's boyhood, and as he recorded scenes and personal associations,
interweaving them with his now mature perception and interpretation, the
feeling was that of reading the writing of a painter and composer of symphonies, of, say, a prose Rembrandt and Beethoyen. The opening is turbulent
-in the midst of the All Souls' Night storm and torrents of 1907, fit prelude
for the account of Holland under the Nazi terror with which the book
sweeps to its close. School and boyhood training and the personalities which
surrounded the author, etched with so circumstantial a memory as to shame
a.writer of fiction, are built into the body of the book. Fine:1iberal training
uiIder the Conrector of the Gymnasium, Dr. Jan Snetlage, and under Van
Paassen's Uncle Kees, the painter, gave the boy and his friends an early contact with the' best of European S09alist tradition, implanting a burning
conviction which is the hallmark of Van Paassen's writing and which should
bring him into high disfavor with the Dies-Thomas school of thought, if it
ever should read a book. The pattern of the book is simple: Van Paassen
traces his boyhood friends, their families, their backgrounds, then follows
them into the fate that maturity held for them. There is the fiery Ary
Brandt, whose life was a high and glorious battle against tyranny froni his
boyhood to his defiance of the Nazis, as a vital cog in the Dutch Resistance.
. There were Toon Mussert, cheap hully, and Zeger van Rietvelt, aristocratic
bully, who followed their. natural instincts into treachery and Nazi collaboration. Adriana, the merchant's daughter, and David: Dalmaden, the jew,
filled their later days with sacrifice and devotion to freedom and, for Dav.id,
with martyrdom and heroic death in the battle of the Warsaw Ghetto. The
~
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"little father,", the beautifully pious and devoted Fons Boogaert, was mar- tyred, too, tortured by the Japanese in his mission on the Solomon Islands.
The twisting pain of these human stories stabs our memories; but Van
Paassen does not spare the lash·ofhis principles and ideals. He drives home
our common guilt, ::..s he speaks of both Dutch and world imperialistic greed.
And now while American arms, with labels removed, are wielded by Dutch
forces against Indonesian freedom, it will be the rare reader, I think, who
will not stir uneasily as.Van Paassen asks, "Who allowed it?" And answers
Wasn't it international big business and its flunkies: the prelates. statesmen. journalists, diplomats. educators. molders of public opinion in the so-called democratic
countries? After the termination of World War II the Archbishop of Canterbury
solemnly asked whether we could ever forgive the Germans. A more pertinent
question would be: Can we- ever expect to be forgiven ourselves? Do we repent
now for our sins of commission and omission in having allowed everything decent
and democratic in Germany to be covered by the
slime?

Nan

Following that passage Van Paassen analyzes the presenf situation, with its
pattern of professed international co-operation in open discussion and its
menacing whisper of armaments and security in actual performance. The
average reader mayor may not accept Van Paassen's charge that "the chaos
and violence of imperialist capitalism" are responsible and will stir the forces
of inevitable revolution; but it would, I should think, be only a completely
hidebound reactionary who would not be deeply moved by his human story
and respectful of his idealistic devotion to 4is Socialist principles and of his
plea for "the unification of mankind on a new basis," for "the holy commune
of mankind." And with this phrase, it should be emphatically noted that
Van Paassen's socialism is not to be confused with present Russian Com/
munist ideology.
Common ground for Van Paassen and E. B. White lies in their passionate belief in the need for unification of mankin~. U nUke Van Paassen,
White has no program for achieving that unification. He believes, however,
in the pieces assembled in The Wild Flag, in the everlasting wortl,t of urging world government, even on the theoretical level and in the face of a
manifest two-world development. The specific for the disease of nationalism, he insists, is
,I

government; that is. law; ... codification of people's moral desires.. '.. The price
is terrific-like radium, only worse. The price is one ounce of pure sovereignty.
Too expensive. say the elders of the tribe.
~

With the rare combination of wry humor and homely, telling figure illumining the deep seriousness of his conviction, with infinite variety in its
presentation, he plays repeatedly on this thesis. He has the poet's eye for
startling and accurate relationships, as is evident in his descriptive sugges-
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tion of the Black Hills Dinosaur Park as a site for the United Nations,
where "earnest statesmen may gaze out upon the prehistoric sovereigns who
kept on fighting one another until they perished from the earth:' His is
an uncanny sense for contemporary concrete detail pui to serve a theoretical
point:
Politically the shape of the new world must be :We shape of penicillin and sulfa
and blood plasma, the shape o( the buzz bomb and the V-2 and the X-go3, the shape
of the mothproof closet and the shatter-proof glass and the helicopter with the builtin waffle iron.
He can expand and hold a figure for its full value, as he does with the dream
sequence of the wild flag, the iris, offered by the Chinese as a world symbol,
from which the book takes its title. He can make the complicated simple
and colloquial and keep it clothed with dignity, all without apparent effort,
as in his famous series-definition of democracy: "It is the don't in Don't
Shove.. It is the hole in the stuffed shirt through which the sawdust slowly
trickles; it is the dent in the high hat...." Such running comment as that
on the United Nations Conference at San Francisco, from the May, 1945,
entries, or the March-April, 1946, notations on meetings of the U. N. Security Council, or the preface in which he discusses the validity of these
reprints should be read again (with Van Paassen), then again Itext year,
and the year after.
For both these books are-to use White's term-specifics for the diseases
of short memories, indifference, and fatalistic inertia which have progressively attacked us all since the San Francisco Conference, since the speech
in Fulton, Missouri, since the formulation of the Truman Doctrine. Too
little noting, too briefly remembering how men fought for freedom and
brotherhood, we watch, transfixe4 and sovereign, while-as White remarks"the shadow of the veto lengthens on the living room rug."
KATHERINE SIMONS

Sonora Sketch Book~ by John W. Hilton; drawings by the author.
York: The Macmillan Company, 1947. $5.00.

New

John Hilton brought bad from Sonora the wealth of Mexico because
he .took with him a wealth· of .know.1edge, interests, and skills. He went
equipped with the language, a knowledge of many peoples other than his
own, a knowledge of plant and animal life, an interest in all rare species
and experience in the techniques of collecting, a knowledge of geology,
paleontology, talent ifi drawing and painting, skill in photography. But
most of all he took with him an interest in individuals of all classes-presidents and generals, bootblacks and beggars. He journeyed with his senses
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wide awake to colors and shapes, sounds, tastes, smells-and his sympathy
~~

/

.

'

.

The volume is accurately titled. It is a sketch book in two arts: drawing and writing. Over a period of eight years Mr. Hilton, sometimes alone,
sometimes with his wife and children, once witl,l a group of collectors and
journalists, journeyed and sO.iourned in Sonora, the Mexican state across
the gulf from Lower California. J\!ways he returned with collections of
rare flora and fauna, fossils and minerals, sketches of people and places, and
tales of men, women, and animals. Many of his rocks, minerals, birds, and
plants can be studied in the American Museum Qf Natural History. The
sketches and stories, ma<!e into.~ beautiful and altogether pleasurable book,
.permit the reader to share Mr. Hilton's varied experiences.
All of Mr. Hilton's skills and interests are reflected in these sketches. In
describing he is ever the pictorial artist. He sees the "white town ·against
great red lava hills." "Flame-colored dragon flies ... darted in and out
like giant motes in a sunbeam." "The rising sun turned the naturally red
cliffs to an incandescent rose." The sun was "reflected in purple counterpoints on the iridescent water." "The night was ~ black tunnel roofed by
threatening clouds, walled by giant cacti, and carpeted with dust." His
knowledge of gems provides fresh comparisons. Alamos at sunset to him is
a "lovely city maae of mother-of-pearl and coral." ,He sees a "fr~g with
skin like polished jade:' The grass is "sprinkled with rainbow-hewed
flowers, like jewels on green veNeto"
Some of the most delightful of the sketches are'of collecting. n A Crab
Collector's Tale" of the female crab with a bundle of tiny crabs held tightly
under her tail adds to one's knowledge of ,natural history, as does the explanation of what makes the .iumping bean jump, and the description of
the green parrot by regurgitation feeding its' young, :lined up expectantly
on a limb. The accounts of collecting gila monsters and other poisonous
reptiles add the excitement of danger. Descriptions of rare tropical orchids,
giant tigridia, the "palma de la virgen" supply color to'the black and white
illustrations.
Wherever he went, Mr. Hilton collected friends and the stories of their
lives. Ameliano, the fast runl}.er and guide. Pancho, the Chinese cook
whose lime meringue pies were famous over Mexic<;>. General Eguerre, who
befriended the dusW Anglos when they had a succession of flat tires. The
beggar who smelled like violets, an impoverished gentlewoman of Alamos
using the last drops of her wedding perfume. Pepi, his "indispensable bootblack." The bookseller who could not read, but neither could most of his
customers. Antonita, the bush country madonna, aQd her little Jesus. The
Dows, to whose home he carried a pass key. Donna Isabella, who' d~ctored
'%
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him with a medicinal bark tea. The blacksmith who repan-ed Hilton's car
as he could find time between mending plows and wagon wheels-these and
countless otI,.ers.
The book can be recommended as a guide to understanding·the customs
of the country. There are accolints of courting from the promenade in the
plaza to the betrothal, of childbirth, festivals, Sf renades, cooking, and
funerals. The visitor can learn how to tip, and how not to tip, how to dress
and deport himself. An American woman should ask herself, "Would
grandmother have done this?" There are two ways, says the author, of seeing a foreign country. One is the way of visiting a zoo where you stare and
are stared back at. The other is the approach of visiting and understanding
a new neighbor with whom you hope to be friends.
Each chapter with its accompanying drawing is separate and a whole.
The book can be dipped into while waiting for a train or a. friend. It is a
pleasant bedside companion,for a wakeful night. Or it may be read straight
through without a lag in interest. Then, since it is a beautifully made volume, it may proudfully be lent to special friends who value books both for
their content and appearance, yet return them to their rightful owner, for
this is a book you will wish to keep.
MABEL

MAJOR

A Treasury of Mexican, Folkways: the Customs, Myths, Folklore, Traditions,
Beliefs, Fiestas, Dances and Songs of the Mexican People, by Fra~ces
Toor; 100 drawings by Carlos Merida. New York: Crown Publishers,
1947· $5.00•
Mexico, the geographical passageway between the continents is, with
Central America, one of the two important cultural sources of the hemisphere. (The other is in the Andes.) Mexico's ancient heritage of folkways and arts stems directly from pre-Columbian civilizations. The last of
these great civilizations, that of the Aztecs, was still at the height of its
power, with Mexico City the Aztec capital, when the Spanish conquest commenced. The fusion of cultures which began when the aggressive Aztecs
availed themselves of the knowledge of the more civilized peoples who had
come before them, continued under the Spanish. The tremendous impact
of these civilizations produced the culture and ways we know today as
Mexico.
Those who have been in Mexico City can hardly have failed to come
across some of, Frances Toor's books, monographs, and guides. They are
prominently displayed in such tourist haunts as Sanborn's. Frances TooT's
Guide to Mexico, Afodern Mexican Artists, and Spanish for Your Mexican
Visit, to mention only three, are perennial favorites among English-speaking
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VISitOrs. Miss Toor founded and edited (1925':'36) a Spanish-English quarterly, Mexican Folkways. Her present volume,. which bears the same title,
is her most ambitious work and one which she considers her "life" work."
The publishers could not have been more timely in presenting Mexican
Folkways. The book might well serve as a guide to various regional handicrafts, to local fiestas, and" to cultural and religious shrines, but it is not a
guidebook in the ordi?ary sense. It is not for those who would read while
they rUQ, not for those who, would cram a little knowledge before a visit
south. It is, rather, a long-tune ·reference boqk for leisurely study and one
of rich interest to those who have been and expect to return to Mexico. However, there will be those who would profit, for their fir~t visit, from Miss
Toor's sympathetic help in understanding the folk about whose ways she
writes.
Ten superb color plates and one hundred drawings by Carlos Meric4L,
the Gl]atemalan-Mexican artist, make the book worth owning for their
beauty alone. They, along with over one hundred photographs, accent, illustrate and complement the text. It is a pleasure.to recommend Mexican
Folkways.
LLOYD LOZES GOFF

Mexipan Border Ballads and Other Lore, edited by Mody C. Boatright.
Publication of the Texas Folklore Society, XXI. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1946. No price indicated.
Mexican Border Ballads and Other Lore~ 1946 publication of ~e Texas
Folklore Society, contains more "Other Lore" than "Border Ballads."
Brownie McNeil, President of the Society, supplies information on the ballads in an article called "Corridos of the Mexican Border." The account
contains eight ballads chattily presented in their historicalframewoi'k. Of
these, the most interesting from this. point' of view are the "Corrido' de los
pronunciados" and the "Corrido del capitan J01," which celebrate the abortive att~mpt of a ~oup of American citizens of Mexican ancestry to· initiate
a revolution against Porfirio Diaz.
In addition to the ballads, Wilson M. Hudson contributes a folk tale
from the state of .Jalisco, Mexico; J. Frank Dobie revives the question "Do
R1attlesnakes Swallow Their Young?"; and Howard N. Martin relates several
folktales of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians. An interesting feature of these
stories is that some of them have a rabbit-hero who is essentially the same
character as Br'er Rabbit of the Uncle Remus stories. "John Tales," stories
of a Negro always able to outwit his mean and stingy "Boss-Man," are a part
of the collection of Negro folKlore of J. Mason Brewer. "The Literary
Growth of the Louisiana Bullfrog" is a study of the part played by thiS
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creature in the battle of primitivism versus anti-primitivism which occupied
European intellectuals in the second half of the eighteenth century. The
last article, "In Defense of Mrs. Mann," by Andrew Forest Muir, is a welldocumented account of this folk character who has been the subject of much
controversy since the Texas Revolution.
Numerous errors due to poor proofr~ading appear throughout Mexican ~
Border Ballads. Nevertheless, it continues a valuable tradition. It is to be
hoped that the publication program of the Texas Folklore Society can be
expanded, according to the desires of its editor, Mody C. Boatright, and that
it can retUrn to its high standards of prewar days.
THELMA

CAMPBELL

Papago Indian Religion, by Ruth M. Underhill. New York: Columbia University Press, 1946. $4.50.
Papago Indian Religion presents the much-needed sequel to Dr. Ruth
M. Underhill's Social Organization of the Papago Indians and provides a
rounded picture of these culturally interesting desert people of Southern
Arizona. In her clear, unhurried prose Dr. Underhill proceeds from chapter
to chapter to describe various economic aspects of Papago culture and their
interrelation with religious concepts. In fact, with these people, economy
and religion form one inseparable whole, or nearly so.
The material is very well orgahized. The author, aft~r sketching by
way of an introduction the cultural-religious background of the Papago,
turns her attention first to the communal ceremonies (including the allimportant Rain-Ceremony, general fites promoting growth and success at
hunting, and the pueblo-influenced Prayerstick Festival), and then to those
ceremonies designed to increase individual power (rites associated with warfare, with pilgrimages to the salt deposits in the west, and with the girls'
puberty ceremonies). These purely descriptive sections are followed by an
analytical study first of the function of the shaman in Papago culture and,
second, of the influence which the ~hite man's civilization has exerted upon·
the aboriginal culture.
As usual, Dr. Underhill's transla~ions of the song material offer excellent
reading and recommendable m,aterial for the student of primitive literature. .
The conscientious reader will welcome the author's analysis of her own
translatory techniques.
. ',
Dr. Underhill pays but scant attention to acculturating influences coming from surrounding groups. To those students who should be interested
in obtaining some valid information on this score, the reviewer suggests as
additional reading, Dr. Leslie Spier's Cultural Relations of the Gila River
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and Lower Colorado Tribes (New Haven, 1936), a work which is not listed
in the otherwise complete bibliography of the Underhill volume.
Papago Indian Religion furnishes a valuable contribution to the studies'
in primitive religion and literature.
MARGOT ASTROV

The Navaho Fire Dance, or Corral Dance: a Brief Account of Its Practice
and Meaning, by Berard Haile. St. Michaels, Arizona: St. Michaels
Press, 1946. $1.50.
This is a fine and simple representation o£.a very complex religious ceremony of the Navaho Indians, semi-nomadic inhabitants of the badlands of
western New Mexico and e~stern Arizona. This well, and s<1metimes wittily
written pamphlet' will be welco~ed by tourist and interested layman not
only on account of its popular tone, but also because it stems from the pen
of one of the most outstanding scholars of this country, Father Berard Haile.
The Mountain Topway is performed to cure a patient from all iUs.that
may befall him while living high up on the forested mountains in solitude
and constant danger. The' :fire Dance is the ceremony performed during
the ninth night of the Mountain ~ay. The purpose of these last night's
rites is to accumulate power, first, to help to restore the individual patient;
second, to give strength to the spectators who have gathered in big crowds~
during the last night; and third, to convey fertility to soil and animal and .
abundance to crop and g a m e . ,
The signal features of the Fire Dance are the' erection of the sacred
enclosure, the kindling of the huge central fire, and the performance of
group dances, executed, in the main, by medicine men who have been ceremonially invited from far distant places. Some of these dances are exclusively part of the Mountain Way, as for example the dance of the fire dancers
whose task it is to replace a burned-off feather by a new one, a trick which
sYmbolizes "restoration";
further, .the most. sacred .arrow-swallowing' act and
,
the lovely dance of the young spruce trees are typically ~ountain Way.
.Other group dances are taken from the Shooting-ptant (the Whirling
Feather) or from the Nightway (the Masked Dancers).
Berard Haile bases his account partly on personal observations, p!lrth
on the word of informants, and, to some extent, on the description of thP.
ceremony of the Mountain Chant as given by Washington Matthews, whidl
is, in the eyes of this revie~er, one of the d~ssics of anthropological litera. ture. It may be pointed out parenthetically that Matthews d.oes not leave
any dQubt of the fact that Dsilyi'Neyani, the legendary originator of the
Mountain Chant, received the ceremony not from the Ute, hut from the
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Animals which he encountered during his long and perilous voyage from the
Ute, whose imprisonment he had managed to escape.
The pamphlet at hand is a sequel to another popular aq:ount of the
Navaho War Dance, recently published by the Franciscan Fathers. It is t~
be hoped that many other pamphlets will follow. • MARGOT ASTROV

The Shapers of American Fiction, I798-I947, byGeorge Snell. New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1947· $3.75.
Since literary historians undertake a traditionally thankless task, the
nature of Mr. Snell's project calls for little gratitude. As with most, he is
not very plain as to what his philosophy of literature is. But like the rest
he gives a nice judgment here and there, proves a pleasant if irresponsible
<companion in his tour of American fiction.,
Critically, Snell has gone as far as to divide his book into four major
parts. These and the subjects of his chapter deserve naming because they
show that he has tried to free himself from a humdrum chronology, that
he has been selective, and that by and large he has chosen novelists worth
considering. The parts and chapters are: "Romantics" (Cooper and the
romantic novel), "Apocalyptics" (C. B. Brown, Poe, Melville, Bierce and
Hearn, Faulkner), "Temperamentists" (Irving, Hawthome, James, Wharton
and Cather, Hemingway, Wolfe, Steinbeck), "Realists" (Howells, Twain,
Crane and Norris, Dreiser, Dos Passos, Caldwell and Vardis Fisher, Farrell).
But these categories have not been explored with ,much thoroughness, and
I should be hard put to define the terms or defend the placing of many of
the novelists. Snell seems to have been up against the same problem. In the
preface he brushes off the four categories as for the sake of convenience
alone, and. except for the section on realism, he does not much concern him·
self with the relations of the authors in these groupings.
Probably he discusses relationships in realism because his critical principles operate (loosely) on a realistic base. Whe~ he,,, deals with realists,
particularly with the moderns, he does show a sense of the novel as a whole
-of all its elements fused into a moving artistiC unit. But when realistic
elements are less strong, his sense of the novelists is partial. When he speaks
of the "near-unreadability" of Japles or, frowns on the James vogue as a
"critical enthusiasm" (which sounds like as good an enthusiasm as any), you
wonder if he wouldn't have been happier writing the history.of pogosticks.
All this does not deny the frequent nicety of Snell's judgments. He is
the only critic I have read who knows what Poe's "MS. Found in a Bottle"
is about. He shrewdly remarks that Twain's lack of conscious artistry kept
him from writing more novels like The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.
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He makes a good case for pity as the informing characteristic of all Dreiser's
novels. And although his attempts to upset the hierarchy of great American
novels are not convincing, he at least shows independence in finding.
Cooper's "greatest depth of insight" in Lionel Lincoln or in ~missing
Sanctuary as one of Faulkner's le~t successful efforts.
When it comes to comparing Snell's book with the two others that have
been done on the American novel, he should be congratulated for having
got away from the excessive cataloguing of titles and authors that is present
in both. He certainly has more literary sensibility than Quinn in American
Fiction, though he lacks the crusty charm of QUinn's conservatism., I do not
think him superior to Van Doren in The American Novel, for Van Doren
without much more critical system than Snell still manages generally to
justify his impressionism by imparting a good deal of the effect of the novelists he discusses.
Snell's book, finally, has less <Jependability than these other works. Absolute. inaccuracies are not frequent, bu~ there is an unhappy looseness worse
thanl\' errors in dating. The chapter on Melville will serve as an example:
" Is Typee an "almost literal transcript" of Melville's experience? Did White
Jacket cause reforms? Does Pierre sprawl and is it· autobiography?" Was
sex tab0ged in all the other novels? Between Pierre and Billy Budd did
Melville write only minot ·works? These are not yes-or-no questions, but
Snell says yes and the ans-wers ought to be mostly negative. Easygoing simplification is vexing to the specialist; and when it is misleading, it cannot
be recommended for the general reader.
.
GEORGE~ ARMS
.

.

. e

There Is a Tyrant in Every Country, by Gilbert Neiman. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1947. $3.00.
Gilbert Neiman has written a novel of massive, but disjointed power.
His There Is a Tyrant in Every Country is not merely a rhapsody about
Mexican capacity for the fullness of life. It is no~ simply Freddy Conner's
story, of how from hating Mexicans he grew to identify himself with them.
It is certainly no bald tract meant to expose American business imperialism
and resultant degradation in Latin America. As the chapter headings suggest, it is a novel o~ the thr~e "worlds," and each is realized best in'company,
and in conflict, with the others.'
'.
Neiman's best effects are won by characterization, and by conflict. Quite
properly, danger is shown in the pe:l!son of Unman, the financier, rather than
in any details of his plans for enslavement. Aurelia, as.prodded by Unman,
gevelops terrifyingly from starVation to greed; for her the lust of the body
and the lust for power become inseparable. Don Joaquin~ the dry and rat-
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tling suitor, is suddenly seen as dedicated to hatred. in these, the most
outrageous paradoxes are made effective.
Two primary characters, however, Freddy- himself and Jorg~, are important for their giving up what they believed in: .Freddy his beliefs in
Mexican inferiority, ';and Jorge all self-respect, -submerged as he is in the
need for continuing luxury and Unman's money. But no process of develment is shown; the changes are accomplished without more than the most
prefunctory searching of souls or attempt at resistance. I think that Neiman
could have made enormously more use of both, especially of Freddy as
narrator. Freddy should cry out in agony, for his change of heart to be effective, against all that outrages him-not with immediate articulateness, but
with far more than calm logical explanation of what may be wrong with the
other characters' philosophies.
Neiman's scheme calls for mass of incident and a host of characters, and
these are provided. But it is as if these prove too much. Neiman gives himself too little time to move them from climax to climax or to show more
than their, and our, Jearful predicament. Whatever inside us, whatever weak·
nesses before temptation, helped move us into the predicament, are hardly
more than stated. And these are the' more unreal, in that Freddy Conner
is himself tempted for only a very few hours, and then by a sexual urge the
reader had hardly seen building.
Thus elements for a Mexican mural are presented as sketches. The
novel is one of very few recently, I think, that should .be longer. But backhanded or no, the intended praise is very real.
4

ROBERT BUNKER

Pause Under the Sky, by Warren Beck. New York: The Swallow Press and
William Morrow and Company, 1947. $3.00.
"Reunions nowadays, for people like her and Larry, were only pauses,
under enigmatic skies, a brief touch, hastily broken off:' mused Paula,
heroine of Warren Beck's second novel, as she awaited the arrival of her
bombardier fian.ce on a three-day leave. This pause had particular signifi.
cance. It was the spring of 1944; D-day was imminent; Larry was headed
overseas. The question of whether they would be married before he left
had to be decided, but this was only symptomatic of a more basic difficulty.
Paula was deeply concerned because Larry's questioning, nonconforming
mind was being driven by the exigencies of war and scientific destruction
into a withdrawal from life that threatened the -fllin of their dreams. She
needed to know that his faith in the future was enough, not only to bring
him safely back, but to bring him back to the life they had planned.
Their search for a solution to their problem led unexpectedly to a
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dramatic encounter with the owner of an illegal radio station. A cultured
and well-meaning fanatic, this man had usurped an established wave length
to heap denunciation upon the radio as an instrument that was benuI!lbing
the minds and the, wills of t1}.e American people. The futility of his effort
and its tragic ending strengthened their conviction that dictatorship, even
with a high-minded purpose, is wrong and that the most important fact in
the world is the continuing, humanity of man. With faith thus reaffirmed,
Paula could accept Larry's decision to delay their marriage, and Larry could
apply himself to the task of wreaking destruction on the forces that threatened the simple, unregimented, human living to which he wished to return.
PaUse Under the Sky is a novel of great structural and psychological
. interest. Reading it, one sees clearly why 'Varren Beck is being spoke.n of as
"one of the Midwest'S finest writers." He is a master of sparkling imagery,
of clean and simple prose. Some of his scenes-for instance the incident of
the ensign and the captain in a Chicago bar-are brilliantly done. He[ displays deep thoughtfulness in his probings into the meaning of life and a
delicate sensitivity in his ..approach to human problems. Excellent, too, is
his portrayal of present-day uncertainty. Nowhere in modern fiction' has
this reviewer read. anything that ..expresses more clearly the confusion engendered in the mind of man by the bewildering glimpses science 1)as given
into the mysterious workings of the universe.
With all its excellencies, however, the novel displays a fundam~ntal
weakness when judged by established standards. Paradoxically, this weakness springs from its most distinguished feature. 'Mr. Beck sets the problem
of Paula and Larry against a backdrop of One World. For this purpose, he
uses panoramic scenes from all over America, an America swayed by the
wind of world forces. "The press at the train gates," he remarks of a Chicago station, "was in part communicated from the surge of refugees 6n roads
in France and China...." The author's aim is to have his characters perform as on a mountain peak, with th~ surrounding landscape visible in every
direction. But somehow in the process he passes the desired ctest and wanders down into the vaUey again, where the view is scattered, the impression
of unity destroyed. Not those who pause, but the enigmatic skies and the
disconnected scenes they cover become the protagonists of the book.
Perhaps this world-view type of literature-so highly to be desired in
.
days of jet-propelled planes, world-wide radio coverage, and menace of atom
bombs-requires a technique yet t.o be developed. Doubtless the old stand"'ards will hav.e to be adapted to' the new conditions. But whatever technique
may be evolved, it will come because pioneers like Mr. Beck are trying to
produce a literature genuinely suited to the atomic age.
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In Defense of Reason, by Yvor ''''inters. New York: The Swallow Press and
William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1947. $4.00.
Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Yvor Winters. Norfolk, Connecticut: New
Directions, 1946. $2.00.
Yvor Winters has set out to instruct, and incidentally enrage. He states
his intention to show how literature can "increase the intelligence and
strengthen the moral temper," and he has ably analyzed certain methods of
creative instruction likely to produce such literature. Applying his princi'ples of construction, mainly to American poets, he has written three volumes
of uncommonly provocative critical essays: Primitivism.••J (lnd
Decadence,
•
Maule's Curse, and The Anatomy of Nonsense. All three: together with a
summarizing foreword and an additienal essay on Hart Crane, have now
been reprinted as In Defense of Reason.
Winters condemns Henry Adams, T. S. Eliot, and Wallace Stevens, and
John Crowe Ransom wholesale. He says they not only think badly but, all
four, think "as badly as possible." Suicide is suggested as Robinson JefIers'
logical out. Hart Crane's "demonstration" of suicide, however, "did nothing
, to clarify his concepts." James Joyce illustrates the "decay of genius.". (To
call him a genius of decay, would apparently be overpraise.)
But past Winters' lines of embattlement, are analyses of the relationships between words, of structural methods, and of "conventions" as an area
of preliminary understanding between poet and reader, which are among
the most enlightening I know when applied to those Winters, considers great:
to Milton, to Melville, to Hardy, and to a few moderns. Winters' "morality"
of poetry (the poet's.need for molding all possible experience into that
form which reflects his best understanding) does inde~d reveal poetry's
strengtb, as very core and organism of all that man may communicate.
Thus Winters' criticism of much poetry is brilliant. It appears, however, that in contrasting his advocated poetic practices against certain
philosophies whose wisdom he doubts, he is limiting unnecessarily the area
within which his concepts can be helpful. It would be one thing for him
to say that hedonist, determinist, landscape poet, and romanticist will less
likely find form to convey their meaning. It is quite another to insist that
their philosophies necessarily destroy form. The jingling mockery even of
form, affected at times by three such poets as Stevens, Eliot, and Marianne
Moore, Winters considers as "tragic decay" caused directly by the poets'
limitations as moralists. Yet surely the problem is not one of decay of form
so much as of occasional doubt that there is anything worth forming.
It would, indeed, appear that ~Vinters would outlaw from use of his
formal concepts, most poets who' have ever abused them. Landscape, for
example, is indicated as not an "adequate motive" for emotions claimed.
~

.
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.This. I think. must be a matter between poet and individual reader. To me
the sweeping statement indicates only that Winters himself does not share
what he would call the landscape "conventions" sufficiently to read into
them the hnmediate. and very real. cleavage they represent in man's mind.
In the hills' very quiet need be RO forgetting of chaos; our ultimate drama
may be our. constant knowledge. though unsp,oken. that we have for every
day dlosen to live in the crowd:
It is perhaps. finally. Winters' scorn for human weakneSs, and therefore
much of ,human drama~ w!tich makes him unwilling to accept certain "moralities" as worthy of having forms. His discussion of Hardy's and Jeffers'
determinism. for instance. suffers considerably from his apparent belief that
the poets are inconsistent by describing. in a world both call deterministic,
man struggling anyway.
Again. Winters assumes that the romanticist must be extremist, without
paradox, or struggle. or balance. Because indulgmg in such self-expression,
the romanticist must, according to Winters. automatically refuse to mold
experience into form, or to doubt "inspiration," or to revise. Emerson is
blamed, repeatedly and with lengthy quotations. for having led his followers
to believe that" their every word is holy inspiration. Emerson, misunderstood, may deserve some blame; but Winters in fairness should have added
some such quotation as Emerson's, "You will find what sentences-drag. Blot
them out. . .• Resolute blotting rids you of all those phrases tha:t sound like
something and mean nothing."
In fact, Emerson has expressed "Vinters' basic concept very closely:
"Criticism," he writes in the same Essays, "is an art when it does not stop at
' .
the word of the poet, but looks at the order of his thoughts."
Almost throughout Winters' separate volume, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Winters' "morality" illuminates poetry with which he is thoroughly
sympathetic. Winters analyzes, with great insight, the techniques, and some
unfortunate fonnulas. of a poet whose "moral" concepts did indeed dictate
the forms ofhis successes and the shells of his lengthy failures. The volume,
with extensive specific references to the Coliected Poems, is invaluable to
the appreciation of Robinson.
ROBERT BUNKERI'l

Gerard Manley Hopkins. by The Kenyon Critics. Norfolk, Connecticut:
New Directions, 1946. $1.50.
Selections from the Note-Books of Gera'rd Manley Hopkins, by T. Weiss.
Norfolk. Connecticut: New Directions, 1945. $1.00.
A poet whose essential greatness is hedged by eccentricity requires careful and scholarly explication that he may not suffer from malignant or
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benignant mIsinterpretation. For this reason, the Kenyon critics have
performed, I think, a cardinal service in their critical evaluation of Gerard
Manley Hopkins. It seems. obvious that these studies are intended for the
poet and student o{ poetry rather than that hypothetic layman, the average
reader, who, after all, hardly exists in the realm of serious poetry; for surely
the popularization of poetry depends more on the realigqment and ressurection of aesthetic and moral attitudes than on an over:.sil!}Plifie~ or
colorful paraphrase of the poet's life and intentions.t
The names of the essayists are in themselves an impressive warrant for
the critical finesse which one finds throughout these studies. Austin Warren
contributes not only pertinent biographical background, hut also a fine
analysis of Hopkins' particularism, or "instress of inscape," which he relates
both to its Scotist origin and to ~e nineteenth century predilection for
descriptive and dialectal language. Herbert Marshall McLuhan differentiates Hopkins from the mystic by establishing the continuity of his view of
nature with that of ~e great Catholic "realists" and the ~hurch fathers.
Harold Whitehall explores the technicalities of "sprung rhythm," which he
sees as derivable from more modern poets, Milton and Campbell in particular, as well as Old English, Welsh, and medieval poetry, and Hopkins'
interest in music. Josephine Miles shows that Hopkins' vocabulary was not
essentially outlandish, but in the tradition of Milton, Keats, and the painterpoets of Hopkins' time. Robert Lowell, in a 'short but convincing essay,
explains the dramatic quality of Hopkins' poetry in terms of his sanctity,
the fullness or wholeness, in the Catholic sense, of his .life. Arthur Mizener
elaborates persuasively the thesis, which underlies the studies of his fellowcritics, that Hopkins is a Victorian, differentiated chiefly by his Catholicism
and scrupulous individualism which resulted in greater precision of language. F. R. Leavis, viewing the overall picture of Hopkins and his time,
concludes that Victorianism, though the matrix of Hopkins' ideas and development, was also an isolation ward for a poet too vigorous and individual
to be understood by the devotees of abstract sweetness and light.
It is to be regretted that Mr. T. Weiss was unable to profit from the
Hopkins' studies of the Kenyon critics. If he had, he might have avoided
the critical faux pas with which he introduces his Selections from the N oteBooks of Gerard Manley Hopkzns. Mr. Weiss believes that Hopkins was
crushed by his religion, that by nature he belonged with the "art-for-religion"
sChool of Andre Gide and Henry l\Jliller. Now with all due respect for the
late Andre Gide and the very much alive Henry Miller, I think that only a
fundamental misunderstanding of Hopkins and his work could result in so
far-fetched a theory. And with all due respect for Mr. Weiss, "3 careful reading of his selections, which in themselves are well worth reading, would seem
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to me to substantiate not so much his own peculiar and myopic view. ~s the
sounder, more verifiable views expounded in the essays by the Kenyon critics.
DEANE

M-OWRER

The Selected Writings of Dylan Thomas7 introduction by John L. Sweeney.
Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $3.50.
Confessions of Zen07 by Italo Svevo; translated by Beryl de Zoete; with an
Essay on Svevo by Renato Poggioli. New York: New Directions, 1947.
$3.50.
.
"

The Selected Writings of IJylan Thomas collects, handsomely, Thomas'
own choice of verse before his recent Deaths and Entrances. To this choice,
are ad<;led six stories. I for one am grateful for the bringing together of
Thomas' best.
The selection is admirably calculated to present Thomas' wholehearted
acceptance, and far from self-conscious identification with self, of all that
his heart and his senses may reach. The verse itself, unformed as it may
first have seemed, has an ease aild a steady sweep with a strange inSistent
emphasis on almost every word that force the reader to hurry along too and .
.
share delights as the poet finds th~m.
It is good, even in a collection that bears no dates, to review Thomas'
growing certainty of what he feels in himself. At twenty-four he wrote, in
the poem here numbered "~7":

die.

Dressed to
the sensual strut begun.
With my red veins full.of money,
In the final direction of the elementary town
I advance for as long as forever is.

And at thirty, in Poem in October:
. . . . I rose
In rainy autumn
And walked abroad in a shower of all my days.
High tide and the heron dived when I took the road
Over the border
~
And the gates
Of the town closed as the town awoke..•.

There could I marvel
My birthday
A.way• . . .

"But the-weather turned around," the poet goes on. "0 may my
heart's truth / Still be sung / On this high hill in a year's turning." That
"year's turning,". that poet's joy even in time's p~age, are the reader's joy
as well.

..
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The Thomas volume is an excellent first in New Directions' new series
of "Selected Writings." To it add still another New Directions series, "Modem Readers," and the -first title therein: Itala Svevo's Confessions of Zeno.
Published first in 1930, Zeno has been justifiably compared with Proustor at least with what might be one justifiable theory of Proust. Zeno, however, parodies not only Proust, but any who find reasons not to act.
I t is made very evident from the slart that no one ever expected leno
to be able to act or to manage his inherited wealth. With father, wife,
mistress, and business partners, there are reasons to prevent any adjustment
of relationship, any real understanding; leno, by virtue of great~r selfdoubts, must feel himself infinitely their superior in understanding. leno
resolves constantly' (as in the first chapter, concerning "the last cigarette")
to act as he knows he cannot act, in order, he assures himself, that in having
thus to resolve and re-resolve without end, he may keep his mind on the
highest.
"
Svevo's writing has little style, little climax, and needs none. Without
even troubling to demolish, Svevo tells us calmly, in the pretense that he
does not himself notic.e what he is telling, how man may paralyze himself.
The cumulative effect may sicken the reader; its force cannot be ignored.
ROBERT -BUNKER

The Symbolic Goldfinch: Its History and Significance in European Devotional Art, by Herbert Friedmann. New York: _Pantheon Books, Inc.,
1946. $7.5 0 •
The European goldfinch occurs frequently as an accessory in religious
art of Europe from mid-thirteenth to mid-eighteenth century. To search
into the origin and uses of the goldfinch in art calls for particular qualifications. Dr. Friedmann appears well qualified. He is both a prqfessional
zoologist, Curator of Birds at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
• D. C., and a devoted student of iconography.
Consider only a few of the goldfinch meanings listed below and you
begin to see how involved Dr. Friedmann becomes. In some instances the
goldfinch means Fertility, in others Soul, death, sickness, healing; again it
is the sign of the Passion, the Crucifixion, the Redemption and the ResUrrection. Consider, also, that this kind of emphasis comes as the result of
years of pursuit, of ferreting among obscure medieval writings, among data
of natural' history and art history to trace the subtlest variations of the
meanings. Such "scientific" research characterizes the academic mind. Theproduct is a volume of learned writing, which should find sympathetic reception among scholars of like mind and interest.
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That this reviewer does not meet the qualifications mentioned above,
should not be allowed to detract from the work itself. What I object to is
the all too popular device of authors and critics of attributing their own
meanings, usually literary, to the work of painters and sculptors. This seems
especially objectionable where there are no facts, either in the artist's own
writings or in those of contemporaries, to justify such conclusions. A case
in point is that in which Dr. Friedmann interprets the use of the goldfinch
by Michelangelo in his marble tondo relief, "Madonna and Child with the
Young St. John," as Baptism (as well as the Crucifixion) being offered the
Child. Not content with that, he needs must, among other such interpretations, speculate that because "the Madonna has a faraway, dreamy look,"
she is obviously "a sibylline, prophetic Madonna, and ... may well be looking
beyond (the Child) to the Passion." This sort of "explaining" belongs in
the romantic novel. It is the sort laymen devour. It perpetuates the genius
legend and leads us far afield aesthetically and his~orically. Who but the
artist (and sometimes not ~ven he) knows why he used a particular pose or
a specific object or filled a particular space in a particular way? What his
intention may have been is beside the point and the 'observer's own, interpretation is as valid to him as any other, authorities notwithstanding.
Pantheon Books have given Dr. Friedmann's book their usual expert,
handsome production. The book is beautiful to behold and to hold. But
in spite of the generous size of the format, the one hundred forty illustrations, principally of Madonna and Child subjects containings the goldfinch,
suffer from overcrowding.
.
<
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